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Item #SB4960PR15 1.5 Magnif. Lens
Item #SB4960PR20 2.0 Magnif. Lens

MCR Shade 5 
Welding Goggle
MCR Shade 5 
Welding Goggle. 
These shade 5 
goggles are treated 
with an exclu-
sive Duramass® 
scratch resistant coating 
giving you superior 
impact resistance over 
traditional glass plates. 

93212 $7.75Item #

$15.50
$15.50

Di-Vision Anti-Fog Goggle 
w/ Shaded Lens
Di-Vision anti-fog lens 
safety goggles. 
Goggles provide 
protection from 
impact in grinding, 
foundry, general 
industrial applica-
tions and other heavy 
dust environments. 
Item #A51063.0 Shade 3
Item #A51065.0 Shade 5

Uvex Genesis® Shaded 
Lens Safety Glasses
Uvex Genesis® shaded Infra-
dura lens, black frame safety 
glasses. Wrap around dual lens 
style for uncompromised periph-
eral vision and superior coverage. 
Item #S3207  Shade 3.0 Lens
Item #S3208  Shade 5.0 Lens

Item #ST1130 Shade 3.0 Lens
Item #ST1150 Shade 5.0 Lens

Storm® Green Shaded 
Lens Safety Glasses
MCR Crews Storm® Green 
shaded lens, black frame 
safety glasses. Wrap around 
lens constructed of lightweight, 
scratch-resistant polycarbonate. 

Uvex Horizon™ Lens 
Safety Glasses
Uvex Horizon black frame flip
up safety glasses. Ultra-dura 
HC lens coating and cushioned 
temple style. Advanced, two tone 
sport-style frame with textured detail. 
Item #S212 Clear Lens w/ Shade 3 Flip-Up
Item #S213 Clear Lens w/ Shade 5 Flip-Up

$24.75
$29.60

$9.60
$9.60

$10.90
$10.90

$8.90
$8.90

#170SB

#137

#337

Jackson Safety™ Cord 
Mounted Capshield

337 $16.90Item #

Ratchet Headgear w/ 
Spark Deflector

170SB $13.90Item #

Jackson Safety™ Coil 
Spring Capshield

137 $22.60Item #

Enables attachment of all 
Jackson visors.

For non-slotted caps. With a plastic 
channel that fits over the bill and secures
with an adjustable rubber headband.

Metal device for non-slotted caps. 
Has a curved aluminum channel 
and coil spring attachment.

F30 Acetate Faceshields
Great for use with general impact and splash applications. Bound aluminum 
edging retains desired shape. Meets ANSI Z87.1 standards. #3442 and 
#8042 dark green visors also good for reflective glare protecti n.
Item #3440 15” x 9”, Clear Lens
Item #3442 15” x 9”, Dark Green Lens
Item #8040 12” x 8”, Clear Lens
Item #8042 12” x 8”, Dark Green Lens $6.75

$5.65
$7.65
$6.65

181 $10.60Item #

40 $14.75Item #

F30 Clear Chin Tuck Faceshield

$16.75
$16.95

Item #3463 Shade 3.0 Lens
Item #3465 Shade 5.0 Lens

F50 Polycarbonate Special Faceshields

Onix Plus Reader Safety 
Glasses, 3.0 Filter Lens

Lift Front 
Shade 5 Goggle
Lift front locks in 
open or closed 
position soft vinyl 
frame is captured 
for comfort-
able fit. ented 
hold minimizes 
fogging. Includes 
Cover plates and 
shade 5.0 filte .

93213 $10.75Item #

Worn for applications and in environments where others are performing 
welding tasks such as torch brazing, torch soldering, gas welding and oxygen 
cutting. Meets ANSI Z87.1 2010 Standards. 8” x 15.5” x .060”. Unbound.

F30 Chin tuck faceshield. These acetate faceshields are great for 
manufacturing, landscaping, food processing and construction industries. 
When used properly they can increase protection from general splash 
and flying debris. Excellent cold flexibili . Meets ANSI Z87.1 Standards.

The dual lens and frame with 
unique outer flip lens system pr -
vides users with the ability to flip outer len  
up for general applications, or to flip oute  
lens down to prevent excessive glare. 

F60 Wire Faceshield
F60 wire faceshield, 9” x 15-1/2”. To be applied over a faceshield 
to dissipate heat, preventing the visor from warping in high heat 
applications. They are not intended for impact protection.


